
Desperately Seeking Susan (Susan Seidelman, 1985); Muriels’ Wedding 

(P.J.Hogan, 1994) 
 

Susan has a plot, about Nefertiti’s stolen earrings and a girl whose name is either Roberta or 

Susan, depending on which man is watching her, and who at the film’s climax gets sawn in 

half. It’s about two men chasing her, one of whom is married to her and thinks she’s Roberta 

(which she is), and the other of whom fancies her and thinks she’s Susan (which she isn’t). 

But that’s not what it’s really about. 

 

 
 

 It’s really a document about American tat. It’s set in an environment where fifth-rate 

vulgarity reigns, sole monarch. The action is set mainly in bars you wouldn’t want to be in, 

with magic acts you wouldn’t want to watch, and M.C.s who tell the worst jokes in history 

(“Is there anyone here from Queens? – I’m from normal parents myself”). Everything’s lit in 

magenta and lime-green, with patches of pink with huge patches of black. It’s set in back 

alleys with mouldering, thrown-out sofas on the sidewalk. In second-hand clothes shops 

where you wouldn’t want to buy anything, and at middle-class, stinking-rich parties where the 

host has to stop the action at 9:58 so that everyone can watch the latest TV commercial for his 

saunas and hot tubs (“Gary’s Oasis – where your fantasies can come true”). Parties you 

wouldn’t want to go to; parties where the definition of normal is to take valium. In empty 

upstairs flats where characters fuck on the floor in front of film posters advertising “Shaolin 

Chastity Kung-Fu”, and in cinema projection-rooms where the film keeps breaking down. 

 In the last scene, the film breaks down because two characters, who may or may not have 

found a oasis of authenticity in this desert of garbage, are fucking against the projector, and 

cause the film to stop and melt. 

 Two other characters are munching popcorn on the front row, and find it funny. 

 So do we. 

 

———————— 

 

“My life’s as good as an ABBA song,” says Muriel. “It’s as good as Dancing Queen”. Except 

that her name is now Mariel: for, like Roberta / Susan, she has two handles – though unlike 

Roberta / Susan, who’s an innocent victim of mistaken identity, one of the names is her own 

invention. She’s the opposite of Roberta (that’s the more real of the American heroine’s two 

names). Roberta is very straight: but Muriel is a thief, a liar and a fantasist, going around all 

the bridal outfitters in Sydney, trying on dresses and having herself photographed in them for 

the benefit of a dying relative who doesn’t exist, for a wedding which will never happen, 

because no man ever fancies her. 



 Australian culture, in P.J.Hogan’s scenario, is just as tatty as America’s is in that of Leora 

Barish (who wrote Susan): plus, criminal activity is more the norm. Muriel’s father is a shady 

property speculator who’s also a failed politician – her capacity for mendacity and felony is 

programmed into her genes. Faced with two cops with an arrest warrant for his daughter, he 

sends them away happy with a crate of Fosters. Muriel’s siblings are no-hope couch potatoes, 

and her mum is a big soft idiot who always finds a bright side of things, even when her 

husband leaves her. 

 

 
 

 Religion, civics, and ethical education of all kinds having been denied her by Australian 

society, Muriel’s values are derived entirely from ABBA. Even when she finds a role in life, 

caring for a crippled mate, she defines her self-discovery in ABBA terms (see quotation 

above: ABBA got a cut of the movie’s massive profits). A front-page-making marriage of 

convenience to a South African Olympic swimmer, who needs a new passport, is the final lie 

in Muriel / Mariel’s career – the vicar even employs both her names at the ceremony. 

 But reality finally impinges when Mum can find no more bright sides to cheer herself, 

and commits suicide: Dad’s main reaction at the funeral is to feel smug at a teletext of 

commiseration which he’s elicited from Bob Hawke, and it drives Muriel from the church, the 

scales of delusion having fallen from her eyes at last. 

 

Muriel’s Wedding was justly successful. It’s superbly shot and edited (watch the economical 

way they put together the sequence where Mum absent-mindedly lifts a pair of sandals from a 

supermarket). It features in the lead one of the boldest acting film debuts ever: Toni Collette, 

unrecognisably bloated and spotty, in the strongest possible contrast to the svelte leading lady 

she’s now become. 

 And as her foul-mouthed chain-smoking mate, Rachel Griffiths proves for all time that 

she was destined from birth to star in the Germaine Greer biopic. 


